
DRESSED TO IMPRESS
WITH THE CLOUD

How Intelligent, Cloud-Based Business Applications are 
Leading a Digital Transformation in the Apparel Industry



- 2017 State of Digital Transformation Report

DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION: 
"The investment in and development

of new technologies, mindsets, and

business and operational models to

improve work and competitiveness and

deliver new and relevant value for

customers and employees in an ever-

evolving digital economy."



POWER TO GROW 
Being headquartered in Winston-Salem, North Carolina, Sunrise Technologies is surrounded by

the remnants of the tobacco industry, including the smokestacks of the power plants these

companies built to supply the energy needed to expand their businesses. The tobacco industry

wasn’t alone; for years this was one of the only options for enterprise-level businesses to, quite

literally, keep the lights on. While absolutely necessary to run their companies, these

construction projects consumed enormous resources and manpower – delaying the ability to

innovate and grow.

Today, organizations would be crazy to build their own power plants. The ability to simply call a

local provider to hook up the power frees up resources that were once fully consumed in a

previous generation. It was a game changer – creating a domino effect of innovation, growth,

increased productivity, and expansion.

We are currently in the midst of a similar shift of the same epic proportions, as more and more

businesses move their data from on-premises to the cloud. Already, the idea of maintaining

servers in-house is seen by many as archaic, evidenced by the significant decline of on-premises

solutions. Many businesses are still just coming to grips with the fact that in today’s fast paced,

global environment the question isn’t, “Why cloud?” but “Why not cloud?”

However others are already beginning to ask, “What’s next for the cloud?"



ALL COMPANIES ARE
BECOMING TECHNOLOGY
COMPANIES... 
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
IS AN EFFORT TO AVERT "UH
OH" AND CHANGE IT TO "AH
HA" 

2017 State of Digital

Transformation Report 

61%

By 2020, packaged software will

shring to 10% of new enterprise

installations 

64% 28%

Of growth oriented businesses

are focused on moving from on

premise to cloud solutions  

Of global business leaders felt that

cloud-based collaboration tools met

or exceeded expectations for

improving sales and revenue 

It's estimated that in 2017, 28%

of IT budgets will be dedicated to

cloud computing  

2020



Technology is transforming our personal lives with simple, intuitive

apps and devices. In contrast, business software often seems stuck 

in the past, difficult to both use and deploy. In on premise systems, 

the cause of this difficulty can be easy to spot.

So theoretically, just getting your organization on 'the cloud' should

help solve some of these issues – and it can! Sort of. The important

thing to remember is that moving successfully to the cloud isn’t just

taking what you’ve been doing all along and replicating it using

multiple apps and platforms.

When only bits and pieces of an organization make it to the cloud 

in this manner, you may encounter the same complexities, difficulties

integrating systems, and lack of reliable intelligence as on premise

systems. In short, if the whole point of the cloud is to create one truth

for your business, then a piecemeal deployment defeats the purpose,

and you’re back to square one.

Maintaining custom code

for integrations 

Data locked in silos Systems reaching

end-of-life 

Can't replace retiring IT

talent to run system

Crazy amount of $$$ 

to upgrade 

NOT ALL CLOUDS ARE
CREATED EQUAL 

HOW CLOUD SMART ARE YOU? 
Moving to the cloud has some obvious benefits over staying on premise. But if current 

operations are just moved to separate clouds, you can end up with some of the same problems!  

Can you guess which of these are on-premise problems and which can be present in a siloed 
cloud environment?

Resources sunk in 
maintaining  hardware



Surprise! There's only one...
If you aren't careful, running your operations in cloud silos can have nearly

all the same pitfalls as running your operations on premise. 

Resources sunk in
maintaining hardware 

Maintaining custom code
for integrations 

Data locked in silos Systems reaching
end-of-life 

Can't replace retiring IT
talent to run system

Crazy amount of $$$ 
to upgrade 

ELIMINATED BY MOVING 
TO ANY CLOUD STILL RISKS WITH SILOED CLOUD SYSTEMS



Each company is attempting to digitally

transform to achieve the same three

outcomes - to engage customers, empower

employees, and optimize operations.  

- Satya Nadella, CEO | Microsoft

"
Luckily, Microsoft has a vision for an intelligent cloud that includes the

business applications needed to automate operations, drive sales, and

improve operations – all while allowing flexibility and scalability on a single

platform. This natural progression of technology speaks to the clear desire of

businesses to digitally transform.



WHY SHOULD YOU CARE ABOUT
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION?

WHY WAIT? YOUR COMPETITORS AREN'T. 

45.0%

31.0%

8.0%

10.0%
6.0%

6 months - 1 year 45.0%

1 - 2 years 31.0%

2+ years 8.0%

<6 months 10.0%

We've already made significant inroads 6.0%

Global executives were recently surveyed about the state of digital transformation in their

organizations and it was clear that most are on the verge of change.

When asked, “How long do you think your organization has to make significant inroads with

digital transformation before the business begins to suffer financially or from competitive

threats?” A full 65% felt they had less than a year to begin making changes.

It’s worth noting that in the same survey 59% also reported that they were afraid it was already

too late.  

Digital Darwinism is unkind to those who wait. 52%

of Fortune 500 companies have merged, been 
acquired, or gone bankrupt since 2000 and 55% lost 
money in 2015.  A study from Yale shows that the 
average company age in 1959 was 58 years and it's 
predicted to be down to 12 by the year 2020 . 

That means if you wait to change your legacy 
systems you're opening up the organization to 
unnecessary risk.

How long do you think your organization has to make significant inroads
with digital transformation before the business begins to suffer financially

or from competitive threats?



ENGAGE, EMPOWER, OPTIMIZE, TRANSFORM 
If an organization wants to digitally transform, it isn’t going to happen with another “bolted-on cloud app” and it certainly isn’t going to happen

with the implementation of traditional, on premise software that usually ends up being a mammoth solution that fossilizes the entire organization

– leaving them trapped in an inflexible business system for 7-10 years. This kind of transformation needs something intelligent that can help

engage customers, empower employees, and optimize operations.

Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella said it best:

ENGAGE CUSTOMERS

"Digital transformation requires systems of intelligence that are tailored to each industry,

each company, each micro-task performed by each person. Systems that can learn, expand

and evolve with agility as the world and business changes."

EMPOWER EMPLOYEES OPTIMIZE OPERATIONS



Engaging Customers

See product availability from mobile device on the way to the

store 

WELCOME TO THE AGE 
OF THE CUSTOMER 

Apparel brands and retailers are in an era of

unprecedented change  – where mobile devices, business

intelligence, the cloud, and the Internet of Things (IoT)

have transformed the way we work and serve customers.

As technology continues to reshape our world, it has

created new baselines for expectations.  

The wishlist is long and nearly impossible to fulfill with 

a mishmash of legacy, on premise systems,

customizations, and/or third party "solutions" that

require endless upgrades to maintain.

And for those of you who primarily work in B2B, don't

think you're off the hook! Your circumstances may be

different, but your clients are expecting the same kind of

responsive action...or they may take their business

elsewhere.

Order a product online and have it delivered quickly (with

transparent and timely shipping updates)  

Personalized products and incentives to meet specific needs,

wants, and lifestyles 

Hassle free returns if (and when) something doesn't work out, no

matter which channel the item was purchased through 

A consistent, personalized experience across every channel –

including support 

Relatively quick adoption of new technologies to speed up

transactions and provide a better experience 

Everything on this list to work seamlessly and flawlessly! 



Only 4% of companies are able

to solve a customer service

request in one application 

4% 79%

WELCOME TO THE AGE OF THE CUSTOMER 

79% of companies reported

having no big picture view of

the customer 

In a recent benchmark report, customer service and contact center staff reported that “integrating multiple systems” and “legacy systems inhibiting flexibility”
were the top two challenges they faced in providing a great customer experience. In fact, only 4% of companies surveyed for a similar Forrester Report were able
to solve a customer inquiry within a single application.

Plus, with 79% of those surveyed reporting that they have no big picture view of customer interactions across channels, it's no wonder customers are having a
fragmented experience – with the average person using 2 to 3 channels per service request.

81%

81% of companies reported

customer experience as a

competitive differentiator,

but... 

13%

...only 13% of the same

companies would rate their

own delivery of the customer

experience as 9/10 or higher 

This collapse of the overall customer experience is not on the consumer wish list. And, each time a customer has tostart all over again and engage another
channel to resolve his or her issue, the organization's operational costsincrease while the customer satisfaction decreases. It's lose-lose for everyone involved.



30% 41%

WELCOME TO THE AGE OF THE CUSTOMER 

Saw increased market share 

The good news is that if you're considering moving to an intelligent, cloud-based business solution then you're looking at a serious leg-up on the competition
when it comes to customer experience. By combining CRM, BI, ERP,and POS data on a single platform, pulling from a single source, organizations can engage
customers not just when something goes wrong but at every stage of the buying cycle.

Those organizations that have begun the digital transformation are already seeing the benefits with increased market share (41%), greater web and mobile
engagement (32%), and increased customer revenue (30%). Now that's a win-win for everyone.

32%

Had greater web and mobile

engagement 

Saw incresased customer

revenue 



To really deliver an optimized

customer journey, it becomes

apparent that the silos of old

need to be broken down and

organizational structures, beyond

just the contact center, must

become integrated, physically, as

well as on process maps.

- Global Customer Experience Benchmarking Report

"

TOP 3 DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION INITIATIVES 

Integrating all social, mobile, web, commerce,

service efforts and investments to deliver an

integrated, frictionless, and omnichannel

customer experience

46.6%

Investing in a more efficient ecommerce and

mobile commerce platforms and modern

processes

46.4%

Modernized IT infrastructure and technologies

with increased agility, flexibility, manageability

and security

43%



Empowering Employees
CREATING A DREAM TEAM 

Revisiting Satya Nadella's statement about digital transformation, a few things stand

out about the future of empowering employees within a business:

"Digital transformation requires systems of intelligence that are tailored to each

industry, each company, each micro-task performed by each person. Systems that

can learn, expand, and evolve with agility as the world and business changes."

Moving your current processes to that sort of intelligent system opens up a world of

possibilities for employees at every level to have an expanded, real-time view  of the

business. This Encourages proactive action, increased productivity, and better

collaboration at every turn.

In fact, 84% of IT and LOB executives surveyed for the 2016 Connected Enterprise

Report, felt that collaboration tools either met or exceeded expectations for improving

individual employee productivity and 85% said these same tools met or exceeded

expectations to accelerate decision-making.

HOW DO YOU MEASURE UP? 
Being able to measure results is just as essential as taking
the steps to track your goals in the first place. In fact, in a
global survey of retail and consumer goods organizations,
the use of analytics to drive change within a company was
voted as the top trend that will change the industry over
the next five years. 

Already more and more companies are adopting the use of
deep analytics across the organization with amazing
results.  

69% Saw an improvement

in overall operations 

77% Saw an improvement

in employee performance 

37% Use data to personalize

solution and services



SO...
How could a connected, engaged workforce that is focused 
on the customer transform your business?

Consider the case of the (fictional!) Clover Clothing Co., a multi-channel,

international apparel brand that manufactures and sources its goods. The

organization has just finished implementing an intelligent cloud solution and its

employees are starting to see the benefits....



SCENARIO ONE 

JULIE
Sales Associate 

SCENARIO THREE 

HAZEL
Customer Service Rep 

SCENARIO TWO 

BRIAN
Production Supervisor 

LEARN MORE 

LEARN MORE 

LEARN MORE 



SCENARIO ONE - JULIE | SALES ASSOCIATE 
Julie is a sales associate for one of Clover Clothing Co.'s retail stores. She notices a

customer, Caroline,  has been spending a lot of time browsing but hasn't picked up

anything yet. Julie grabs the store's mobile POS device and starts talking to Caroline.

Because the Clover Clothing Co. had invested in the intelligent cloud, Julie was able to

get a 360° view of Caroline,  including her purchase history and wish list, right at Julie's

fingertips. With this information Julie was able to: 

Caroline's experience was so good that, as she was leaving, she tweeted about her

interaction with Julie to her 1500 followers – 30 of which made a point of visiting the

store in the next month because they read the tweet.

Help Caroline find several items from her wish list.

See that a nearby store had a jacket in stock in the size Caroline needed and ordered

it for her.

Apply a discount that was emailed to Caroline when she walked in and triggered the

store's location beacon.

Begin Caroline's check-out process as they walked to the sales counter to bag all of

her purchases.

SCENARIO OVERVIEW  |  SCENARIO ONE  |  SCENARIO TWO  |  SCENARIO THREE



SCENARIO TWO - BRIAN | PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR 
Brian is a production supervisor for the factory that supplies Clover Clothing Co. some

of its apparel merchandise. Prior to the implementation, Brian struggled with

inventory visibility, coordinating with vendors for just-in-time shipments, and

avoiding breakdowns, all while trying to reduce costs. However, since the organization

got up and running with its new, cloud-based solution Brian has been able to:

By shifting the organization’s approach from reactive to predictive and proactive, the

company has seen asignificant reduction in the cost of supply chain management,

inventory, and expedited shipping. On top of that, they are more flexible, productive,

and effective.

Take advantage of IoT and machine learningc apabilities to help anticipate

machinery breakdowns and identify areas of improvement.

Use a role-based dashboard to monitor the response time to production orders,

whether materials for scheduled production orders will be available on the required

date, and how many production orders are scheduled, pending release.

Use a dynamic master plan (which updates in real-time) to determine if on-hand

inventory is sufficient for actual and/or planned orders.

SCENARIO OVERVIEW  |  SCENARIO ONE  |  SCENARIO TWO  |  SCENARIO THREE



SCENARIO THREE - HAZEL | CUSTOMER SERVICE 
As part of Clover Clothing Co.'s customer care team, Hazel struggled to quickly help

customers with their orders. Since the eCommerce and brick-and-mortar retail

portions of the company were siloed in different systems, she couldn't quickly pull up a

complete purchase history, nor did she have visibility to real-time inventory

availability for an exchange. This led to longer support calls and longer hold times –

damaging the brand's reputation. But that was before. Now, thanks to a unified

solution, Hazel can:

Thanks to these improvements, wait times are down and customers are happier.

Additionally, the entire customer care department is able to be more efficient, 

reducing the speed at which new customer service reps need to be added to the team. 

Get a complete view of a customer, including purchase history and any previous

support cases, even if it came in through a different channel.  

See accurate inventory counts in real-time.

Search past resolved cases to find a solution for a particularly tricky problem.

Access a comprehensive knowledge base for answers to common questions.

Automatically create new cases directly from her email.

SCENARIO OVERVIEW  |  SCENARIO ONE  |  SCENARIO TWO  |  SCENARIO THREE



CREATING A DREAM TEAM 
Collaborative tools are increasingly making enterprise businesses hum, with a recent

study showing of surveyed organizations reporting improved productivity (86%), better

sales (70%), and an increased competitive advantage (63%).

However, empowering employees with the tools they need to make smarter decisions

faster is only half of the battle. You can’t just throw an office-wide pizza party one day and

say, “We’re going to transform our business in 3….2….1! Enjoy your pizza and the new

tools you'll find at your desk. Reports are due Monday."

There has to be a top-down cultural shift that requiresclose examination of current

processes and if they continue to make sense given the new tools. Without a concrete

plan, employees will find ways to continue in "the way it's always been done" and end up

resenting the tools because they perceive the new system as making their jobs harder

than before.

A trusted implementation partner can help shed light on best practices in your industry.

They can also assist in facilitating buy-in from key players throughout the organization

and help provide training so users feel a sense of ownership of the project.

I think everyone realized how

much better and easier a unified

solution [Dynamics 365] will make

our processes and that it will

ultimately help provide the omni-

channel experience we've been

simulating for so long.

- Paolo Fabiocchi, Finance Director | Frette

"
READ FRETTE'S
TRANSFORMATION
STORY  

http://sunrise.co/customer-stories/frette/


Optimizing Operations

HOW THE CLOUD MAKES IT RAIN 

If you are currently on premise with your ERP solution or another on prem legacy system, take a minute and consider how much time, effort, and budget it takes

to maintain the infrastructure. It’s not particularly cheap, is it? And that’s not even factoring in the inherent risk of running an outdated solution or the cost of

your next ERP deployment.

Obviously, there are significant cost savings to be realized by leveraging the high-availability infrastructure, disaster recovery, and the additional intelligence and

productivity tools only available in the cloud. However, simply going to ‘the cloud’ still leaves some money on the table. If your POS solution is running in one

cloud, your CRM in another, and your ERP is in yet another cloud, they all still need to be maintained (usually with separate vendors and billing cycles) and they

still need to be integrated with each other. Your best, most cost effective solution is going to a single, intelligent platform.

Plus, with the use of big data analytics on the rise you simply can’t afford to have data in any kind of silo (whether that’s on premise or in a cloud). When your

operations are functioning on one platform, data flows freely – right to role specific dashboards. 

81% Of supply chain executives see big data

analytics as being "disruptive and

important" to their supply chain strategies 



HOW THE CLOUD MAKES IT RAIN 
By bringing all of these components together under a single cloud platform, you can create an even more efficient, more cost-effective, less headache-inducing

business. Having your ERP, CRM, BI, and POS under a single platform opens the doors to things like:

Real-time inventory visibility and intelligent, cross-channel order fulfillment

Line-level fulfillment flexibility for hybrid orders

Personalized customer recommendations and offers generated by machine learning

Differentiated prices and promotions by channel, product category, and time periods

Sophisticated operations for distributed organizations with inter-company and multi-site capabilities

IoT, digital supply chain, and machine learning are the fulfillment systems of the

future... In isolation, each of these offers different benefits – cost advantages with

the cloud, precision in operations with IoT, and agility with digital supply chain. In

combination, however, they could end up obsoleting much of the boxes-and-

materials supply chain everybody else is stuck with.  

- SCM World | Future of Supply Chain

"



WHAT IS MOST COMPELLING HERE IS THE
DEEP INTEGRATION OF ERP, CRM, AND
DESKTOP PRODUCTIVITY
CAPABILITIES...FEW OTHER PLAYERS
OFFER A COMMON PLATFORM AND DATA
MODEL FOR CRM AND ERP – AND NONE
BRING IN THE OFFICE CAPABILITIES THAT
MICROSOFT CAN.

Rebecca Wettermann 

VP of Research | Nucleus Research 

It’s clear that to survive as a business, you need to digitally transform to better engage

customers, empower employees, and optimize operations. To digitally transform, you need

the cloud. But not just any cloud – an intelligent cloud that doesn’t just replicate on premise

problems but actually provides a path to the future.

There is only one product that was built specifically to solve these digital transformation

challenges - and that’s Microsoft Dynamics 365. And for apparel companies with

manufacturing, distribution, and/or retail operations, there’s only one partner that has the

unparalleled experienceto help you navigate your transformation - Sunrise Technologies.

With over 20 years of experience implementing Dynamics ERP, CRM, BI, and POS, Sunrise is

the perfect partner to help you make the most of Dynamics 365. Plus, having that much

experience means we’ve learned a thing or two about implementing industry best practices,

getting buy-in from key users to help make the critical cultural shift, and ensuring

implementations go as smoothly as possible.

When there’s so much riding on the ability to see a 360° view of your customers, helping

employees across the entire organization make better, faster decisions with role-based

intelligence, and streamlining your supply chain, it may seem intimidating to make the right

decision for your company...but it’s really not! With Dynamics 365 and Sunrise, you can

embrace the future and the intelligent cloud with confidence.

LET'S WRAP IT UP... 



Being in the apparel industry is exciting and fast-paced, but it can also be pretty risky. Consumer tastes change, supply chains get disrupted by everything from

weather to government regulations, and whether you are retailing your own product or sourcing it for others...well, we all know how that industry is doing. You

may not have any control over those variables in your business, but you can control how prepared your company is when a challenge inevitably pops up. Here are

some additional resources for forward-looking apparel companies.  

ADDITIONAL APPAREL RESOURCES 

IS YOUR SUPPLY CHAIN IS IN TIP-TOP SHAPE? WORRIED ABOUT RETAIL? READY TO DIVE IN AT YOUR OWN SPEED?

http://sunrise.co/fact-sheets/ready-set-retail-ebook/
http://sunrise.co/fact-sheets/ready-set-retail-ebook/
http://sunrise.co/guided-tours/
http://sunrise.co/guided-tours/
https://youtu.be/GrPTCF7-qfs
https://youtu.be/GrPTCF7-qfs
http://sunrise.co/fact-sheets/ready-set-retail-ebook/
http://sunrise.co/guided-tours/
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